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Type III Life‐Cycle Impact Profile Declarations
for Materials, Products, Services and Systems (SCS‐002)
Application for Consideration to Participate on
The Standards Committee or Subcommittees
Scope of Work
Materials, products, services, and the manufacturing or operational systems into which they are
integrated, may have significant impacts to human health and the environment. The extent and nature
of these human health and environmental impacts are dependent upon many life‐cycle factors, such as:
the type of material, product, service or system; the specific materials and technologies employed in the
manufacture, use and disposal of materials and products, or in the delivery of services; and the
environmental conditions in which material and product manufacturing, service delivery or system
functioning takes place.
In order to make informed choices, decision‐makers need verifiable, objective and transparent
information about these life‐cycle impacts, provided in a consistent format without the subsequent
aggregation of indicator results through the use of weighting factors.

Purpose
The purpose of the SCS‐002 standard is to establish a life‐cycle assessment framework, calculation
algorithms and standardized declaration formats for assessing, quantifying and reporting the
environmental performance of materials, products, services and systems.

Application Instructions
Please direct all questions about this project to Michael Arny, 608‐280‐0255, or email
LCIA_Standard@leonardoacademy.org. Send this completed application via email, fax, or mail to:
Email: LCIA_Standard@leonardoacademy.org
Fax: (608) 255‐7202
Mail: Leonardo Academy
Attn: Michael Arny
PO Box 5425
Madison, WI 53705‐0425
1. Contact Information
Name
Organization
Street Address
City ST ZIP
Work Phone
Alternate Phone
E‐mail Address

Print Form
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2. Interest Category
Please select which perspective(s) — i.e., Interest Category — you and your organization would bring to this
project:
Yes
Producer – individual or representative of an entity that produces or supplies goods (component or
material manufacturer, electric power generation company, industry association)
User – individual or representative of an entity that uses goods (finished product manufacturer, retailer,
architect, designer).
Environmentalist – individual or representative of an organization focused on preserving and improving
the environment
General Interest – anyone not in the above categories, including government representatives, academic
researchers, consumer groups, and other interested parties

3. Options for Participation
Please select all that apply.
Yes
I would like to be considered for participation on the voting standards development committee. (There
are a limited number of positions on this committee and a balance of perspectives needs to be maintained
on this committee.)
If I am not selected for the voting standards committee, I would like to be considered for participation in a
non‐voting subcommittee. (There is no limit to the number of members in the non‐voting
subcommittees.)
I would like to be considered for participation in a non‐voting subcommittee. (There is no limit to the
number of members in the non‐voting subcommittees.)

4. Interest in Working on the Development of the Life‐Cycle Standard
Describe why you would like to participate in this standard development process.
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5. Personal Qualifications
5a. Describe your personal qualifications for participating on this Standards Committee. Please provide a summary
here and attach a résumé.

5b. Describe any roles you have played in the subject area of this standard.

5c. Describe any actions you have taken to increase sustainability of your organization.
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5d. Describe any actions you have taken to increase the sustainability of your organization’s supply chain.

5e. Describe any actions you have taken to increase the sustainability of your organization’s clients or target
market.

6. Experience in Standards Development
Describe any experience you have in writing and/or developing standards.

7. Skills or Qualifications
Please describe any additional skills or qualifications related to the scope of this standard beyond those already
identified above.
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8. Company or Organization Information
8a. General Information. Please briefly describe the company or organization that you work for or represent (a
web link to a description is fine) and its interest in the issues to be addressed by this standard.

8b. Company or Organization Qualifications. Describe any roles your company or organization plays in the subject
area of this standard.

8c. Describe any actions your company or organization has taken to increase its internal sustainability.

8d. Describe any actions your company or organization has taken to increase the sustainability of its supply chain.

8e. Describe any actions your company or organization has taken to increase the sustainability of its clients or
target market.
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9. Interest Category – Additional Affiliations and Activities
Do you or your organization/company have affiliations or business relationships that connect you with perspectives
or interest categories beyond the interest category or categories listed in section 2 above? If yes, please list and
explain.

10. Agreement and Signature
By submitting this application, I affirm that the facts set forth in it are true and complete. I understand that if I am
accepted as a committee or subcommittee member, any false statements, omissions, or other misrepresentations
made by me on this application may result in my immediate dismissal.
I agree to follow the Leonardo Academy the attached anti‐trust policy in all discussions, meetings, and
communications regarding the standards development process for SCS‐002.
Name (printed)
Signature
Date

Our Policy
It is the policy of the Leonardo Academy to provide equal opportunities without regard to race, color, religion,
national origin, gender, sexual preference, age, or disability.
Thank you for completing this application form and for your interest in volunteering to work on the committee to
develop the Type III Life‐Cycle Profile Declarations for Materials, Products, Services and Systems (SCS‐002).
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Leonardo Academy Antitrust Policy
Leonardo Academy is a nonprofit, ANSI‐accredited standard developer organization. In that capacity,
Leonardo Academy coordinates the involvement of numerous stakeholders (“Stakeholders”) in the
development of various standards. While Leonardo Academy itself adheres to stringent policies of
neutrality and objectivity in the development a standard, such activities necessarily involve
communications between competitors and are subject to scrutiny under applicable antitrust law.
Therefore, neither Leonardo Academy nor any applicable Stakeholders, with respect to their
involvement in the standard development process, shall engage in any activity constituting a violation of
applicable antitrust law, including, without limitation, the following activities:
1.

Exchanging information among competitors relating to cost, sales, profitability, prices,
marketing, or distribution of any product, process, or service that is not reasonably required
for the purpose of developing or promulgating a voluntary consensus standard, or using
such standard in conformity assessment activities;

2.

Entering into any agreement or engaging in any other conduct that would allocate a market
with a competitor; or

3.

Entering into any agreement or conspiracy that would set or restrain prices of any good or
services.
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